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 Panasonic batteries
Panasonic batteries deliver high-quality, dependable and long lasting energy for a wide range of low- and high-drain appliances.

  Download the catalogue  
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  Alkaline 
  Alkaline   Zinc Carbon   Speciality   Rechargeable   Chargers 
 Offering reliable long-lasting power to a wide range of devices



Panasonic alkaline batteries offer a long-lasting performance and are designed to provide consistent and stable power for extended periods. This makes them a reliable and convenient power source for a wide range of devices. These alkaline batteries can be used in high-drain devices like digital cameras and flashlights, as well as low-energy devices like remote controls. Their shelf life of up to 10 years is making them a convenient choice for devices that are not used frequently.
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 AA, AAA
 Panasonic EVOLTA NEO
The Panasonic EVOLTA battery is a premium battery that delivers great performance in high-drain devices. It’s the ideal battery to enjoy high or low-drain appliances for an extended period of time. This high energy alkaline battery can be used in various power-hungry devices thanks to the implementation of three major technical evolutions: High performance, greater lifespan and safer batteries.
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 AA, AAA, C, D, 9V
 Panasonic EVOLTA
The Panasonic EVOLTA battery is a premium battery that delivers great performance in high-drain devices. It’s the ideal battery to enjoy high or low-drain appliances for an extended period of time.

     Download catalogue 
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 AA, AAA, C, D, 9V
 Panasonic Pro Power
The Panasonic Pro Power battery delivers reliable power, at any place and at any time. The battery is perfect for appliances with a high or medium-drain.

     Download catalogue 
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 AA, AAA, C, D, 9V
 Panasonic Everyday Power
The Panasonic Everyday Power battery is the perfect power solution for commonly used devices. They are formulated to provide reliable and dependable power, each day again.

     Download catalogue 
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 AA, AAA, C, D, 9V
 Panasonic Alkaline Power
The Panasonic Alkaline Power battery is the best value for money solution for those everyday appliances requiring more power.

     Download catalogue 
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 Zinc carbon batteries have a long history and are widely used worldwide



Panasonic Zinc Carbon batteries have a rich legacy and are globally recognised for their widespread use in devices that don’t need a lot of power.
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 AA, AAA, C, D, 9V
 Panasonic Zinc Carbon
The Panasonic Zinc Carbon battery is the ideal battery for low drain devices. This battery offers simple, reliable and dependable technology and provides cost-effective power.

     Download catalogue 
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 A powerful battery range designed for specific devices.



Panasonic specialty batteries are divided into 5 categories; Cylindrical Lithium, Lithium Coin, Micro Alkaline, Silver Oxide and Zinc Air to link the right battery to a specific need.
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 CR1025, CR1216, CR1220, CR1620, CR1632, CR2012, CR2016, CR2025, CR2354, CR2430, CR2032, CR2450
 Panasonic Lithium Coin
The Panasonic Lithium Coin is a long-lasting battery designed to provide reliable power for small and energy-hungry appliances.

     Download catalogue 
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 CR2, CR123, 2CR5, CRP2
 Panasonic Cylindrical Lithium
The Panasonic Cylindrical Lithium battery combines very light weight material with lithium technology for high-drain appliances.

     Download catalogue 
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 LR1130, LR1, LR44, LRV08
 Panasonic Micro Alkaline
The Panasonic Micro Alkaline battery is the ideal battery for small appliances with long-lasting power.

     Download catalogue 
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 SR521, SR616, SR621, SR626, SR721, SR920, SR927, SR936, SR1130, SR41, SR44, 4SR44
 Panasonic Silver Oxide
The Panasonic Silver Oxide battery is designed to offer high performance for small high-drain appliances.

     Download catalogue 
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 PR10, PR13, PR312, PR675
 Panasonic Zinc Air
The Panasonic Zinc Air battery is the ideal energy source for new generation digital hearing aids.

     Download catalogue 
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 A range of rechargeable batteries for both frequent and occasional users



Panasonic has a range of rechargeable batteries that are ready to use immediately after purchase. They are an eco-friendly and cost-saving power solution. 
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 AA (2450 mAh), AAA (900 mAh)
 Panasonic Rechargeable EVOLTA
The Panasonic rechargeable EVOLTA battery is immediately usable upon purchase and retains up to 80% of its capacity even after a year without charging. It has a higher capacity and longer lifespan compared to alkaline batteries, making them an ideal solution for high-drain appliances. The Panasonic Rechargeable EVOLTA offers both readiness and high capacity simultaneously, specifically designed for power-focused consumers. This battery is available as AA and AAA. 

     Download catalogue 
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 AA (1900 mAh), AAA (750 mAh)
 Panasonic Rechargeable Ready to Use
The Panasonic rechargeable Ready to Use is immediately usable upon purchase and retains up to 80% of its capacity even after a year without charging. It combines the advantages of disposable and rechargeable batteries, making them ideal for frequent use. They provide a convenient range of batteries to meet consumer needs.

     Download catalogue 
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 AA (1000 mAh), AAA (750 mAh)
 Panasonic Rechargeable DECT
The Panasonic rechargeable DECT is immediately usable upon purchase and retains up to 80% of its capacity even after a year without charging. They offer a long cycle life of up to 2100 cycles, making them an ideal power solution for wireless communication appliances. The blister packaging is designed to suit the most frequently used appliances, such as DECT phones.

     Download catalogue 
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 A range of powerful chargers that saves time and money



Panasonic offers tailored chargers for rechargeable battery users, ranging from entry to heavy use. All battery chargers have a timer function that will fully charge batteries and will avoid unnecessary power consumption.
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 Panasonic Smart Quick charger
The Panasonic Smart Quick charger (BQ-CC55) holds up to 4 AA or AAA rechargeable batteries. Its built-in ‘Smart Charge’ function automatically checks the voltage and temperature of each battery. This saves charging time, energy loss and thus money. The batteries are fully charged after approximately 1,5 hours to 3 hours.

     Download catalogue 
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 Panasonic Advanced charger
The Panasonic Advanced charger (BQ-CC17) can be used all over the world. It can charge up to 4 AA or AAA rechargeable batteries. The batteries are fully charged after 6 to 7 hours.

     Download catalogue 
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 Panasonic Basic charger
The Panasonic Basic charger (BQ-CC51) is the best charger for occasional battery users. It holds between 2 and 4 AA or AAA rechargeable batteries and charges them in approximately 10 hours. A light will pop up when the batteries are charged.

     Download catalogue 
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 Panasonic Compact charger
The Panasonic Compact charger (BQ-CC50) is the perfect choice for entry battery users. This type can charge 2 AA or AAA rechargeable batteries at the same time and has an individual timer cut after 13 hours.

     Download catalogue 
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 Panasonic Universal charger
The Panasonic Universal charger (BQ-CC15) is the charger for multiple battery types. It can charge AA, AAA, C and D rechargeable batteries up to 4 cells at the same time. When charged, the Panasonic Universal charger will automatically turn off.

     Download catalogue 
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Zinc Carbon vs. alkaline batteries
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How to recycle your old batteries?
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How to take care of your Zinc air batteries?
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 Contact
 A question? A request? Let us know.

     Get in touch!
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